
GEOMETRY  AND   SPANISH  ART: 
MADRID, TOLEDO Y GRANADA



IN MADRID  WE  HAVE 



THE PRADO MUSEUM



PHISICAL DESCRIPTION

-Neoclassical style.

-The museum is divided into: 

-Facade 

-Interior of the museum 

-Main entrance 

-North panelon

-South entrance

-Building central rooms



Geometry of the plant

Sala 
planta 
cuadrada

Fachada principal

Sala semicircular

Planta circular

Planta rectangular







The Museum's floor is full of rectangles, 
squares, circles and ellipses.



The facade



Main facade
composed of

composed of semicircular arches, 
neoclassical sculptures.

current facade located in 
the west side



Prado Museum: Facade

3 BODIES are distinguished in the building: 
-Low part : arcs of half point. 
-High part : decorated with ionic columns 
-Central body: Doric columns.



North facade



The interior is a huge central gallery with a barrel
vault, supported by semicircular arches



InsideThe interior consists of spacious and 
regular rooms, with semicircular 
vaulted ceilings



Circular dome
with triangles
and squares



PUERTA DE ALCALÁ DE MADRID



DESCRIPTION

-Situated in the Independence
Square.

-Commanded to build by King
Carlos III

-It is a neoclassical style door,
similar to the Roman triumphal
arch.

-It consists of three bodies,
being those of the sides of
lower height.



GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION

-Pure geometric
shapes:
rectangles,
squares and
semicircles
dominate the
entire door.



GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION











LA CIBELES



DESCRIPTION

-The fountain of Cibeles, better known as La
Cibeles, is a monumental fountain located in
the center of the Spanish capital.

-It was conceived by King Carlos III to embellish
the capital according to the aesthetics of
Neoclassicism



GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION



GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION

-Geometry:
the wheels of
the carriage
are circles
and the
carriage has
two heights
of
rectangular
shape.



Monasterio San Lorenzo 
del Escorial

MONASTERY OF SAN LORENZO DE EL ESCORIAL



Description

-The monastery of El Esccorial, a world heritage monument, has a

palace, a basilica, a pantheon, a library, a school and, of course, a

monastery. This was the center of the empire of Felipe II.

-It began to be built at the end of 1562 and its last stone was

placed in 1585. It formed a new architectural style, the Herreriano

which is characterized by its monumentality, symmetry and

austerity.





Geometry - Plant

-The Escorial has a rectangular
ground plant with a tower
covered by a pointed spire of
slate.

-It is divided into several ships
among which is the basilica, the
school and the convent.

-The royal palace is located in the
back making "mango".



Geometry of the Monastery

-The monastery is rectangular.

-The interior has square and
rectangular forms, which are
divided into parts: the school,
the basilica, the courtyard of
the kings, the palace of the
Bourbons, and the courtyard
of the evangelists.



GEOMETRY IN THE ESCORIAL



Main facade



South Facade

-It's the oldest facade since
the building started here

-In simple style, with
schematic lines and
geometric shapes.

-It has about three
hundred windows all
square; next to it, we find
the garden of the garden,
also with square and
rectangular shape



East Facade

-The east facade is the
simplest of all; all its forms are
square and rectangular; the
windows do not have
ornaments

-Also all this facade is
surrounded by beautiful
hanging gardens.



North facade
-The north facade is the
first accessible by the
visitor arriving from
Madrid.

-In it nothing disturbs the
horizontality of its lines.

-It has three large doors;
the central, the door is of
the Palace.

-Along this entire facade
there are also small square
windows.



PLAZA MAYOR DE MADRID



DESCRIPTION

-Located in the center
of Madrid and built by
Juan de Herrera
between 1580 and
1619

-The plaza measures
129 m long by 94 m
wide and is surrounded
by arcades and
buildings of three
floors.

-It is Spanish Baroque
style.



Architecture of the Plaza Mayor of 
Madrid





GEOMETRY-Its plant is a rectangle.

-The entrances are formed by arches,
the most famous entrance being the
"Arco de Cuchilleros".

-The facade of the Plaza Mayor is
built mostly by stone, brick and slates
for the roofs.

-The lower area is made up of
semicircular arches and Doric
columns.

- In the center of the square, the
statue Felipe III



PLANT

-Its plant is a rectangle of
one hundred twenty by
ninety-four meters.

- Located between the
streets of Madrid has an
important spatial impact;
of compact and closed

character.



It is therefore a rectangular plant that is completely closed 
by three-story residential buildings





-The original design is
made by typical
elements of the Madrid
baroque: red bricks on
the facades, granite on
foundations, lintels and
rows of balconies, slate.

-It is composed of La
Casa de la Panadería, La
Casa de la Carnicería and

other buildings.



Lacasa de la Panadería:

-Square, rectangles and arcs 
dominate in its facade. 
-Before, on the ground floor 
was the main tahona in 
Madrid.
-After it passed into the hands 
of the Madrid City Council, 
becoming the headquarters of 
the Library and the Municipal 
Archive. 
- Currently it is occupied by the 
Tourism Office where the 
Madrid Tourism Center is 
located.



La casa de la carnicería

-Newly square and
rectangles in it.

- Currently there is not
much information about
it, the little that is known
is that it was the general
meat deposit from which
the markets of Madrid
were supplied and hence
its name.



The statue of Philip III is in
the center of the square.
After the proclamation of the
First Spanish Republic, it was
ordered to keep it.

-In the Second Republic, it
suffered an attack. The
damage of the attack was
fixed and since then the
statue is still there.



PAINTING IN 
MADRID 



LA RENDICIÓN DE BREDA O LAS LANZAS DE 

VELAZQUEZ



DESCRIPTION

-La rendición de Breda, one of
Velázquez's most famous works,
was painted for the Salón de
Reinos of the Palacio del Buen
Retiro in 1634-1635.

-The delivery of Breda on June 5,
1625 put an end to a long siege of
that important square.



GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION



Flats that stand out,
because of their
symmetry

Clear sky where more 
light enters

Spanish army

Dutch army



GEOMETRIC STRUCTURE

-To make the viewer feel as an

integral part of the scene,

Velázquez uses two tricks: he

represents some characters and

horses with their backs, and

others stare at them, this forms

a circle that makes us think that

we are witnessing the moment

of the delivery of the keys.

- In addition to the light of the

action of handing over the keys

to the city.



GEOMETRIC STRUCTURE



POSITION OF THE CHARACTERS I

On the sides of the main
characthers, there are two
groups:

-The group on the right,
compact, represents the
Hispanic army, winner,
advancing with its long spears
pointing upward, symbol of
victory, towards the center of

the composition.



POSITION OF THE CHARACTERS II

-The group on the left is
formed by the Dutch, the
defeat is marked by the
small number of soldiers
and pikes represented.

-All the soldiers are
disordered and with the
arms half fallen.



LAS MENINAS DE VELAZQUEZ



DESCRIPTION

Las Meninas is Velazquez's most
famous work.

-The subject is a portrait of the
Spanish royal family.

-Las Meninas by Diego de
Velázquez is rectangular,
measuring 3.18 meters wide by
2.76 meters high and is currently
in the Museo del Prado in
Madrid, Spain.



THE SPACE

-The light and atmosphere
of the painting are the
consequence of the domain
and artistic genius of the
Sevillian painter.

-The most original thing of
Las Meninas is the game of
looks and mirrors that it
contains, a common effect
in Baroque art.



GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION

-Velázquez, order the center of which
picture on the chest of the Infanta
Margarita.

-There is a second plane, which begins
at the window and ends at the left end
of the painting, right in the painter's
hand.

-The spiral begins in the part where
there is more light; the presence of
light is associated with reason,
therefore, Velázquez probably wanted
to demonstrate with this that his work
was perfect.



Golden spiral



Lineal perspective Vanishing Point
Door

Ventana









Characters1-Infanta Margarita

2-Doña Isabel de Velasco

3- Doña María Agustina Sarmiento de 
Sotomayor.

4-Mari Bárbola

5-Nicolasito Pertusato

6.-Doña Marcela de Ulloa

7-Don Diego Ruiz Azcona

8.-Don José Nieto Velázquez

9-Velázquez

10-El Rey Felipe IV

11-La Reina Mariana de Austria



Estancia del Alcázar de MadridInfanta Margarita

Felipe IV y Mariana de Austria

Velázquez

Doña María 
Agustina 
Sarmiento

Doña 
Isabel de 
Velasco

Las meninas



POSITION OF THE FIGURES

-The Infanta Margarita is at
the center of the
composition, a factor that, in
addition to the luminosity
that the painter has given
her, makes her the most
relevant character in the
painting.

- At their sides, Isabel Velasco
and Agustina Sarmiento are
the "meninas", along with
the dwarves of the court,
with the dog at their feet.



POSITION OF THE FIGURES II

-In a second plain, we see
Marcela de Ulloa and an
anonymous man.

-On the left, Velázquez's self-
portrait appears, working as a
court painter

-At the bottom of the room, is
the assistant of the queen, in a
position that stands out for being
the center of the perspective of
the picture.



POSITION OF THE FIGURES III
Finally, we can see two more important characters: on the back
wall, next to the door, the figures of Felipe IV and Mariana de
Austria are reflected in the mirror.



IN TOLEDO WE HAVE



EL ALCÁZAR DE TOLEDO



DESCRIPTION
-The Alcazar of Toledo is a
fortification located in the
highest part of the city of Toledo.
-Its privileged location has made
it a place of great strategic
military value.
-Its name is due to one of its
many rulers, the Arabs, who
were the ones who called it "Al
Qasar", which means strength,
shortened name of the usual "Al-
Quasaba".
-It is the most visible building in
the city, and is a representative
building of Spanish Renaissance
architecture.



Geometric description

-The Alcázar de Toledo has
enormous dimensions, and
its monumentality is
highlighted by the place it
occupies, the highest part of
the city.

- It is a palace of harmonic
proportions, structured
around a large central
courtyard, all rectangular
and quadrangular in shape.





FACADES

-Its facades are from
different times and
styles.

-The oldest facade is
located to the east.

-Newly everything
turns into rectangular
figures (facade) and
square (windows).



SOUTHERN FACADE

-The southern facade,
that is, the southern
facade, is perhaps the
most characteristic.
-It was made by Juan de
Herrera, in the time of
Felipe II and nowadays it
is the access to the
Library of Castilla la
Mancha.
-It is divided into 4
rectangular bodies with
rectangular and square
windows.



WEST FACADE

-The west facade,
that is, the west
facade is the most
sober.

-Geometry also
rectangular and
square in the
windows.



-The main facade, opens in front
of an esplanade from which a
perspective of the city is
contemplated.

-It is divided into 3 rectangular
bodies; the lower two are very
similar and the decoration is
reduced to the environment of
the windows and balconies.

-The third has a richer
ornamentation, with columns
flanking the openings,
modillions, shields and ashlars

GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION



MAIN FACADE

-Totally centered, it is
conceived as a triumphal
arch with a half-point
hollow with “voussoirs”.

-About her, a lintel that
houses an imperial shield



The patio and interiors are shaped like squares, rectangles,
circles and ellipses.



SAN JUAN DE LOS REYES
(Toledo)



Geometry- Plant

The floor of the building is
simple and only consists of
two parts: a rectangular
one that belongs to the
front and another square
that is the rear.



Geometry



FACHADA PRINCIPAL

-Facade of "semigótico" and
"semirenacentista" style, of
rectangular shape with arch
for the central door.

-A variety of sculptures of
saints court the elevated
image of San Juan
Evangelista.



THE CHURCH

-The church has a single nave,
with chapels between the
buttresses, a high choir on
the feet above the vault that
serves as a vestibule, and an
elevated altar.
- Highlight by the dome in the
head and has two covers, the
west and the north.
-Highlight the cruise, if we
divide it into four squares it is
seen that the head has two
squares, and the ships the
other two.



Inside of the church



CHURCH
-The church has a fairly
large single nave that
ends in a polygonal
apse.

-Near the head there is
an octagonal tower
that is structured from
tubes and with stellate
vaults

-The decorative
elements are very
important: plant and
animal elements.



THE CLOISTER

-The cloister is formed by ribbed
vaults without a central nave and
a mixtilinear ogee arch.
-The lower cloister is intended as
a continuation of the temple, so
it is not surprising that vaults
and windows coincide.
-The High Cloister shows greater
austerity for its smooth and
whitewashed walls and, it is of
later invoice to all the rest of the
work of the monastery.
-In the center of the cloister is a
large patio.



PAINTING
IN TOLEDO



EL ENTIERRO DEL CONDE ORGAZ , DE EL GRECO



DESCRIPTION

-Style Mannerism and Renaissance.

-Church of Santo Tomé (Toledo)
1586 and 1588

-The painting represents a miracle:
San Esteban and San Agustín come
down from heaven to bury Gonzalo
Ruiz de Toledo, the Count of Orgaz,
for his exemplary life.

-It can be divided into two parts,
the earthly part and the heavenly
part

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:El_entierro_del_se%C3%B1or_de_Orgaz_-_El_Greco.jpg?uselang=es


Earthly part

-In the lower part of the painting, you can see the
corpse of the Count of Orgaz, which will be deposited
in his tomb.

-Behind is a line of men, knights and nobles.

-On the left, you can see El Greco and his son, the latter
pointing to the corpse of the count.



Celestial part

-In the upper part of the
picture you can see Jesus
Christ, who also receives a
beam of light from the sky.

-More down to the left is
the Virgin Mary, with Saint
Peter, in yellow, behind him.

-On the right are John the
Baptist and behind him,
saints.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:El_Greco_-_The_Burial_of_the_Count_of_Orgazdetal7.jpg


Geometric description

-The painting tries to represent the

Christian dualism: in lower part, there is
the earthly world, where there is death
and misery, and in the upper part, there
is the celestial kingdom, where the soul
goes after dying.

-In addition, the painting is full of
Christian symbols, such as the triangle
formed by Jesus, Mary and John the
Baptist, which represents the most holy
trinity.

-The work can be divided into various
geometric shapes, as can be seen.

https://proxy.duckduckgo.com/iu/?u=http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-5C31o95oAsA/U7_Ni5wszsI/AAAAAAAAUGY/LkTWJl1rIbw/s1600/01med.jpg&f=1


-In the upper half you can see the sky, where the soul of the deceased count is
addressed. This painting is characterized by ending in an arched shape, with which it
is said that it tries to tell us that reaching heaven is the last step since there eternal
life is reached.

-In this half of the picture are important religious figures and people already
deceased at the time, although their identities are not entirely clear.

Virgen 
María

Jesucristo

San Juan 
Bautista

San 
Pedro

The soul of the 
Conde Orgaz 

entering the sky



In the lower half you can see the celebration of the Count's funeral in which 
St. Augustine and St. Stephen are shown returning the body of the Count to 
his grave after leaving his soul at the gates of heaven. 

-In this half of the picture we also find important people like nobles, religious 
characters and even Greco himself.

San Agustín

El Conde 
Orgaz

El Greco

San Esteban

Jorge Manuel 
hijo del Greco

Andrés Nuñez





Geometric description
-The light comes from above, from Jesus Christ, reaching the earthly and somber part





iN GRANADA we
have



PALACIO DE CARLOS V EN GRANADA



PALACIO DE CARLOS V EN GRANADA



DESCRIPTION

-The Palace of
Charles V is linked to
the Alcázar arab
-The building,
consists of two
rectangular bodies



DESCRIPTION

-The palace of Charles V is a
Renaissance building located on
the hill of the Alhambra, in
Granada.
-It was ordered to be built by King
Carlos I of Spain after his wedding
with Isabel I of Portugal, held in
Seville, 1526.

-After their marriage, the couple
was living several months in the
Alhambra being deeply impressed
by the Nasrid Palaces, therefore
left the construction of the new
palace commissioned.



-The architect in charge of the
construction of this palace was
Pedro Machuca, a lover of the
Renaissance who had a lot of
experience.

-The construction of the palace
began in 1527 and ended in its
entirety in 1957.

-The construction went through
several stages, due to the lack
of funds, uprisings that stopped
the works ... The roofs came to
sink by abandon.

DESCRIPTION



Geometry

Circular patio of 30 m

Dorics columns

Southern 
facade

Western facade

63 square meters



The geometry of the plant is
based on the use of the square
and the circle as pure forms
that generate space.

-It corresponds to the idea
of formal and ideal perfection
that associates the circle and
the square as perfect figures.

--The plant is innovative, it is
square but the rooms are
organized around the circular
patio.

GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION



GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION

-The building is square
and measures 63 meters
in length and 17,40
meters in height.

- Its four facades form a
square, that in its
interior is inscribed a
circular patio.



South facade

Double 
columns

Main entrance

Hoops to hold 
horses 

Ventanales 
rectangulares

Circular 
windows



Western facade

medallionsMain 
entrance



The courtyard

30 meters

32 ionic columns

32 ionic columns

Wooden doors




